Everything is for the children’s health!
In the Constitution of our Uzbekistan every citizen has the right to education according to “The National program on personnel’s training”. The given Program gives every citizen, who is care for continuous education, to get necessary knowledge at Higher Educational Institution. Medical education includes the next stages: Academic lyceum or college, Medical Higher Educational institution, Magistracy, Clinical Residency, Postgraduate study. They are continuous education. Tashkent Pediatric Medical institute is state educational office, which carry out the main and additional program for medical education.

Professors and teacher’s staff of the institute not only teaches students but also does science, works in clinic, and, consults sick people. TashPMI (Tashkent Pediatric Medical institution) was founded in 1972 for training pediatricians for the republics of Central Asia.

The students are trained on budget and contract base.

For realization this program the state standards and criteria of doctor’s qualificational character were worked out.

We are ready to collaborate in scientific and educational spheres, medical schools and institutions all over the world.

I am sure, that future of medicine is in mutual collaboration.
Tashkent pediatric medical institute is your professional future!

Tashkent pediatric medical institute, being one of the leading medical higher institutions in Central Asia can your dream and desire come true, to get academic education, and, to become high skilled doctor. The educational directions of institute promote to choose the specific profession in pediatrics (ENT-doctor, oculist, surgeon etc.) or therapy.

The curriculums and programs of academic process are worked out according to standards and participation of leading specialists in medicine. Getting acquaintance with clinical practice is carried out at clinic and bases, being located in big medical centers and leading medical offices of Tashkent city.

Starting from junior courses the students have possibility to be engaged in research work on actual medical problems under the leadership of experienced professors and doctors of medicine.

Interesting and active student’s life at the institute helps students to develop their abilities from all sides of medicine, to be creative and to go in for sports too. The created conditions for study at our institute will give you opportunity to become harmonically developed and high skilled doctor in future.
Teaching of foreign students

Foreign students with necessary documents address to e-mail: interdep@tashpmi.uz in international department.

Taking documents for foreign students is carried out on the base of gathered rating marks. In order to choose the necessary direction the students are taken conversations on motivation of chosen profession, and, also, on the students’ general intellectual level.

The foreign students get education according the law on education for foreign citizens.

According to temporary passport the foreign students pay contract in size 16 000 000 soms in Bachelor direction.

The students who has no temporary passport the payment for contract is 30 400 000 soms.

The foreign students, who has resident’s passport in the Republic of Uzbekistan, pay contract in size 17 600 000 soms.

The foreign students, who studies at Magistracy, have payment 33 400 000 soms.
INSTITUTE’S MISSION

Our aim is light future!

* To make up collaboration with the leading international research institutions;
* To make up new educational technologies due to international standards;
* To carry out master classes, to visit advanced training courses and to maintain higher skilled specialists;
* To make up international collaboration trainships on the base of research institutes, to create advanced training practical courses for young scientists;
* To determine the purpose parameters of higher skilled specialists, and, to develop the net of their study directions, to optimize the program taking into consideration the students knowledge;
* To strengthen the scientific sphere of institute, to re-develop the research subjects, to strengthen the connection between them.
The Central Asian Medical Pediatric institute (CAMPI) was established on July, 23 in 1971 by the Soviet Ministers at USSR period as the alone institute in Central Asia. It trained specialists in pediatric direction.

Clinic of the institute as main clinical base of the institute started working in 1984. The tertiary care was rendered to children’s population of the Republic. The clinic of institute had 370 ward beds, 24 departments, including 14 specialized medical departments, 12 clinical chairs were located there.
By the Order 226 on March, 22 1988 of the Health Ministry of the USSR and Uzbekistan Health Ministry order 357 in 1988 the institute was recalled as Tashkent Pediatric Medical institute (TashPMI).

1988

In 2012 the sporting complex was founded. The total area was 2071 sq.m., using area was 1863,3 sq.m.
In 2014 the new building of our clinic started working for 90 ward beds.

In 2017 the academic hall with 250 seats started working, the general area of it was 2002 sq.m., using area was 1579 sq.m.
In 2017 the canteen started working. The total area was 736 sq.m., using area was 534.9 square metres. It had 200 seats.

In 2018 Simulating training center was constructed. By the Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan “About the further measures on reconstruction of Higher education” DP-2909 in 2017. The construction started working on August in 2018. The general area was 2520 sq.m.
GIFTED STUDENTS

International Science Olympiads and winners of the Republican Contest

 STATE PRESIDENT STIPEND

Aripova Maftuna Xurramovna
The prize winner of State Ibn Sino stipend (2018)

STATE IBN SINO STIPEND

Abidov Xasanxo’ja Alisherovich
The prize winner of State Ibn Sino stipend (2018)

STIPEND OF DOCTOR’S ASSOCIATION

Ayupova Dilorom Shavkatovna
The prize winner of State Ibn Sino (2012) and “President” stipends (2015-2016)

“MEDICAL NURSE” COMPETITION

Yusupaliyeva Dilnora Baxodir qizi
The prize winner of bronze medal at 48, 49 World Mendeleev Olympiads and prize winner of “Atoqli olimlar” stipend (2016)

MENDELEEV INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIADS IN CHEMISTRY

Hamdamov Javlon Bahtiyor o’g’li
The prize winner of Taekwon-do Uzbekistan’s cup (1st place), Italian WASCO-competition 1-place, 1 gold and 2 bronze medals (2017). He got the name “Mard o’g’lon” (2018)

INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIADS IN BIOLOGY

Yuldashev Sanjarbek Ilhom o’g’li
The prize winner of Islam Karimov’s stipend
Ahmedova Dilorom Ilhamovna
doctor of medicine, professor

Aliev Mahmudjon Muslimovich
doctor of medicine, professor

Shamansurova Elmira Amanullaevna
doctor of medicine, professor

Ergashev Nasriddin Shamsiddinovich
doctor of medicine, professor

Kurbanov Jahongir Jamolovich
doctor of medicine, professor

Professors and teacher’s staff
Professors and teacher’s staff

Kasimov Ilhom Asomovich
doctor of medicine, professor

Madjidova Yakuthon Nabieva
doctor of medicine, professor

Amonov Shavkat Ergashevich
doctor of medicine, professor

Buzrukov Botir Tulkunovich
doctor of medicine, professor

Ashurova Dilfuza Tashpulatovna
doctor of medicine, professor

Tadjiev Botir Mirhashimovich
doctor of medicine, professor
**IN THE REGION OF THE INSTITUTE**

**Sightseengs**

1. Mirzo Ulugbek memorial  
2. Memorial Square  
3. TV-Tower  
4. Locomotive amusing center  
5. Zoo
The institute’s departments are located in 3 places: in clinic, in 7 scientific and specialized centers and also in 38 medical offices.
Our hardwork and desire to make education more interesting and productive are located behind every figure. We are proud of our achievements and we want our students and graduates to be pride of them too.
**Professors and Teacher’s staff:**

- **Academician** 1
- **Doctors in medicine, professors** 76
- **Candidates of science, docents** 201
- **Doctoral candidates, competitors** 120

**Scientific works for the last 3 years:**

- **International scientific articles** - 702
- **Articles in Republican Research journals** - 702
- **Theses** – 5987
- **Monographs** – 55
- **Textbooks** – 32
- **Educational resources** – 182
- **Patents** – 35
- **PhD people** – 10
- **Maintained Ds-c** 22
- **Conclusions on innovations of Public Health RUz** - 52

**55% Scientific Potential**
Methods of teaching in medical education

Study medicine cannot be bored! The lessons at the Institute “TashPMI” are not only seminars and lectures. Our students come to master classes and trainings, they participate in teaching interactive games. The study at “TashPMI” is never bored.
The teaching at Tashkent pediatric medical institute is taken at 3 faculties, 38 departments, clinic and at 95 clinical bases. Every faculty offers its educational program according to the future profession, choose your own interesting program, reach your aims here and realize yourself.

- **Medical pedagogics**
  - 6 years
  - Number of students - 2257

- **Therapy**
  - 6 years
  - Number of students - 419

- **Pediatrics**
  - 6 years
  - Number of students - 440

- **Medical biology**
  - 4 years
  - Number of students - 146

- **Nursing Care**
  - 3 years
  - Number of students - 2257
43 foreign students study now (direction of magistracy -7, clinical practice -1, bachelor’s direction -35 units).

Kim Chan Kun
Korea

Kim Min Dji
Korea

Raimbaeva Parvina
Kazakhstan

Raimbaeva Sarvinoz
Kazakhstan
Teaching rooms of the institute
Possibilities are created by TashPMI they are large

Information Resources Center
Teaching auditoriums

Computer hall
Open stadium

Sporting complex
Canteen
FOREIGN COLLABORATION

Before 2018, 85 foreign students graduated TashPMI

Russian Federation - 13
Afganistan – 4
Azerbaijan – 2
Tajikistan – 10
Turkmenistan – 8
Kazakhstan - 10
Kirgizia – 2
Korea Republic – 32
Ukrain – 3
Kazakhstan
Germany – 2
Australia – 1
Israel – 4
Sweden – 1
Saudi Arabia – 1
TashPMI Rector’s coming to Kazan Federal university

Meeting of TashPMI’s Rector and Vice-rector in international links from University of medical sciences in Turkey Mr. Sadrettin Penche

Opening Fullbright program in TashPMI with participation of US ambassador in Uzbekistan Mrs. Pamela Spratlen
Memorandum signing with Vincenta hospital in Catholic University of Korea.

Rector of TashPMI is opening Fullbright program. The guests of program are the ambassador of USA in Uzbekistan Mrs. Pamela Spratlen, professor from Dreksel University Bet Leonberg, professor from University of world economics and diplomacy Mr. Alisher Fayzullaev.

Visiting of clinic TashPMI by the doctor of technical sciences, chairman of St. Peterburg society on rehabilitation, director of multi-profiled rehabilitation center, professor from Cambridge University Mr. Vitaliy Vladimirovich Kovalchuk.
STUDENT’S LIFE
The fellowship of our institute is in all popular mass media. You can find all latest news from the life of TashPMI, photos and videos, you can have conversations with future coursemates, ask questions to management and teachers.
Reception commission
Working hours: from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

CONTACTS

8-371-260-31-26
8-371-260-33-14
interdep@tashpmi.uz
mail@tashpmi.uz
8-371-260-31-26
8-371-260-33-14
tashpmi.uz